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SNAG contains all the basic elements of golf but in a modified form. The
game has its own simplified rules and  terminology, which adds fun to the
learning and playing experience.

Falling somewhere between miniature golf and regulation golf, SNAG allows
for full shots, pitching, chipping and putting. The SNAG ball has a limited
distance with the average player launching it a maximum of 50 yards. SNAG
has only two clubs: the “Launcher” is used to launch, pitch and chip the ball;
like a putter, the “Roller” is used to roll the ball on the “Short Stuff.” All shots
other than putting are played off a small rubber mat and tee called the
“Launch Pad™.” This ensures that the player will have an optimal lie every
time.

The target, called the “Flagsticky™,” also differs from  anything
in golf as it is not a hole with a cup inside but rather an
above-ground weighted cylinder covered with a hook   mate-
rial. The SNAG ball is slightly smaller than a tennis ball and
covered with a loop material. Unlike
golf where you finish by
putting the ball into the hole, in
SNAG, you finish by sticking your
ball to the Flagsticky.

Because of the Flagsticky and the
Launch Pad, SNAG is portable and
playable anywhere. Because of SNAG,
“The World is Your Course™.” SNAG has
a training program and tools that make
learning fun, fast and easy.  

It’s fun. It’s easy to learn. It’s easy to teach. It’s a
comprehensive system that has been developed by
years of experience. The key is in simplifying the
manners of instruction so that it can be a transition
into the game of golf.

What Is SNAG?
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Ace

Aim

Chip

Duck

Flagsticky

Hold

Launch

Launcher

Launch Pad

OB

Pitch

Ready

Roll

Roller

Rollerama

A SNAGout in one launch (in golf this is called a 
hole-in-one).

How a SNAGster positions the body, Launch Pad, Launcher and
SNAG ball in preparation to make a swing.

The shot made from just off the Short Stuff that flies a short distance
and rolls a longer distance.

The warning given to SNAGsters who may be struck by a SNAG ball
(in golf we yell “fore!”).

The end target consisting of the flag, pole and sticky base. This is
placed on the Short Stuff. 

The proper way a Snagster puts his hands on the club, right thumb
on red and left thumb on yellow (in golf this is called the “grip”).

When the club makes contact with the SNAG ball and it flies into the
air or rolls toward the target.

The club that is used (red shaft) to launch the SNAG ball from the
Launch Pad (in golf, we use a wood or iron).

The mat and tee used to launch the SNAG ball.

When the SNAG ball goes outside the designated playing area of the
Sticky. Requires a 1-point penalty.

A less-than-full launch toward the Short Stuff and Flagsticky having
more air time and little roll time.

How a SNAGster positions the body to launch or roll the SNAG ball.

The forward movement of the SNAG ball toward the Flagsticky (in
golf this is called a “putt”).

The club used (blue shaft) only on the Short Stuff to roll the SNAG
ball toward the Flagsticky (in golf this is called the “putter”).

A triangular target used to practice chipping and rolling SNAG balls.
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Short Stuff

SNAGazoo™

SNAGbag

SNAG ball

SNAG Coach

SNAG Course

SNAGgle

SNAGout

SNAGpoint

SNAGway

Snapper™

Swing

Sticky

The circular-shaped area around the Flagsticky where a 
Roller is used to reach the Flagsticky (in golf this 

area is called the “green”).

A circle-building tool designed to help SNAGsters 
develop their power L. It makes a cool sound 

if done correctly.

A bag used to carry all the SNAG equipment.

A fuzzy ball with a large dot and directional arrow used to play the
game of SNAG.

A SNAG Instructor. A person who helps 
you improve your SNAG game.

An area consisting of any number of Stickys - 
usually in threes.

The pre-launch routine of “up high, down low,
dot your eye and go!”

When a SNAGster makes a launch or roll of any kind and it sticks to
the Flagsticky. This means the Sticky is completed.

What is counted every time contact is made with the SNAG ball.
They are added up along with penalty points to determine the

score for each Sticky.

The area on a Sticky between the first launch position and Short
Stuff inside of which the SNAG 

balls must remain.

A circle-building training tool which utilizes a long 
ribbon to teach the proper arm, hand and lower body movement

throughout the swing.

The complete synchronized movement of the body, with all parts
working together to move the club in a circular direction to propel

the SNAG ball forward.

A defined playing area consisting of a tee  (the first launch area of
the Sticky), a playing lane (the SNAGway which includes obstacles)

and the Short Stuff. Each Sticky will vary in length and design.
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A Sticky is like a golf hole and can be any
distance that you desire. Here are some
guidelines: 

• A three-pointer (par 3) can be up to a maximum of
35 yards or “big steps.” A good SNAGster should get
the SNAG ball inside the Short Stuff in one launch,
and to the Flagsticky in two rolls, for a total score of
three on the Sticky.

• A four-pointer is about 60-85 yards or “big steps.”
A good SNAGster should get the SNAG ball inside
the Short Stuff in two launches, and to the Flagsticky
in two rolls, for a total score of four on the Sticky.

• Five-pointers (three launches and two rolls) should
be 90-120 yards long. Six-pointers (four launches
and two rolls) should be about 140-160 yards long.

At left are some illustrations that may help
you set up your own SNAG course.

15-35 Yards

3-Pointer

60-85 Yards

4-Pointer

100-120 Yards

5-Pointer

140+ Yards

6-Pointer
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Some suggestions on setting up your 
own individual SNAG course.

Before setting up a course, follow these easy steps:

• Fill the yellow Flagsticky base with water or sand.

• Insert the flagpole and flag into the top of the 
Flagsticky base. 

• Yell Geronimo?

• Think of how you can use obstacles located in the 
area of your intended play.

• Consider how many people will be playing and limit 
each group to no more than five.

You can set up a Sticky practically anywhere. You must first find a flat area to outline
your Short Stuff, which is like the green in golf, and place your Flagsticky somewhere
inside of it.   Use 50' or 100' clothesline, chalk or powder to outline your Short Stuff. Use
cones, sticks or rope to outline the boundaries of your SNAGway. From there you can
step off the distance back to your teeing area.  It is best if you design several Stickys in
advance of your play and mark the teeing area. 

Be creative!
Use your imagination to design different obstacles that you have to play around to

avoid.  These may include things like trees, creeks, dirt piles, play areas, etc.  You can use
the infield of a baseball park as your Short Stuff and play to it from different directions.
You can set up your course around a football or soccer field.  You may even design a
course in your own neighborhood if you are    careful to avoid traffic and your neighbor’s
property. 

Always be smart and set up your course safely.
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The SNAG ball must be launched off the Launch Pad everywhere except on the
Short Stuff, where only the Roller must be used. After the first launch, the SNAGster
is allowed to pick up their ball and tee it up within one Launcher club length of the
ball’s     position, no closer to the Short Stuff and the Flagsticky. The SNAGster may
not improve their ball’s position on the Short Stuff.

If a SNAGster cannot tee up and launch their ball within one Launcher length, then
they must take a penalty point and go to the    closest spot (no closer to the
Flagsticky) and proceed from there under SNAG rule #1.

If a SNAG ball goes out-of-bounds, then the SNAGster must go to the closest spot
where it went out-of-bounds, take a penalty point and proceed from there under
SNAG rule #1.

If a SNAG ball is lost, the SNAGster must take a penalty point and go to the closest
spot where the ball was lost (no closer to the Flagsticky) and proceed under SNAG
rule #1.

On the Short Stuff, if one SNAGster’s ball is in the way of another SNAGster’s ball,
the ball closest to the Flagsticky may be marked with a coin or other small flat object
and picked up so that the other SNAGster may proceed. The marked ball must be
placed back in its original position.

The SNAG ball must stick to the Flagsticky to be considered a SNAGout (sometimes
the rubber binding on the ball strikes the hook material and bounces off . . . . . . .
too bad!).

To start a Sticky, the SNAGster places their Launch Pad down and launches his SNAG
ball toward the Flagsticky. Each strike of the ball counts one point. Misses as well as
accidental tipping of the ball off the Launch Pad tee do not count. When your ball
sticks to the Flagsticky, you SNAGout and your points are added up. The SNAGster
with the lowest number of points wins the Sticky. It is recommended that you play
Stickys in multiples of three and set a target score (in golf this is called par) for each
Sticky before you play.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

SNAG Rules!
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Scoring Games

Scorecard Instructions

Target
Score

One on One 
Two SNAGsters play against each other on every
Sticky. The SNAGster with the  lowest points on
each Sticky wins (in golf this is called “match
play”).

Add ‘em Up
The total number of points are added up for
each SNAGster for all of the stickys played. The
SNAGster with the lowest number of points
wins (in golf this is called “stroke play”).

Scatter
All members of a SNAG team make their first
launch. The team plays their next launch from
the SNAG ball with the best position. The team
will continue this  process until they SNAGout
(in golf this is called a “scramble”).

Launch ‘n Switch
Two or three SNAGsters make a team. They take
turns launching or rolling until they SNAGout.

The team with the fewest points wins the Sticky
(in golf, this is called “alternate shot”).

Best Buds
Three or four team members play a Sticky and
SNAGout. Each team then adds the points of
the best two scores on that Sticky. The team
with the lowest combined points wins (in golf
this is called “best ball”).

1. Fill in the name of the course you
design.

2. Fill in the SNAG course boxes with the
icons below that correspond to the
point value of each Sticky.

3. Fill in the point value based on the
SNAG point icon chosen.

4. Fill in the point value totals for every
three Stickys.

5. Fill in the grand total for all points cho-
sen.

6. The names of the SNAGsters.

7. The points made by each SNAGster for
every Sticky played.

8. The total of each SNAGster’s points after
every three Stickys.

9. Fill in the total points made by each
SNAGster for all of the Stickys played.

10. The difference + or - to the tar  
get score.

11. Fill in the date that you played.

Follow these instructions to fill out your scorecard when you are playing SNAG. We have included a master
scorecard in your package. One side is in color and the other is in black & white. You can make lots of copies
on any color or black & white copier. You can also create your own custom scorecards at www.snaggolf.com.
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Every precaution has been taken in the design and manufacture
of your SNAG equipment to eliminate any hazards. Care should be
exercised by you when using this equipment. 

The following are some basic guidelines to keep in mind when playing SNAG or
using any of the components.

• Always leave your Launcher and Roller in the SNAGbag when not in use.

• Always make sure that there are at least 8 feet between you and all the other
SNAGsters (Figure 1).

• Use the Launcher and Roller to
launch SNAG balls only — never hit
golf balls, rocks or other hard objects.

• Use the Launcher only off the
Launch Pad.

•  No swings of any kind are to be
made with the Roller off the Launch
Pad.

• Never stand behind a SNAGster when he is either preparing to swing or  actually
swinging. There is a blind spot behind the SNAGster when he is swinging (Figure
2).

• Use extreme caution when playing
near roads, streets or houses. Take
extra time to make sure the playing
area is clear. 

• Never try to snag a passing dinosaur
with a SNAG ball. They tend to get
very annoyed walking around with
SNAG balls stuck to their skin. Hey,
just checking to see if you were paying
attention.

(Figure 1)

Some thoughts on how to play SNAG
without harming yourself or others.

(Figure 2)S
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• Be careful never to launch a SNAG
ball at another SNAGster at close
range. Always make sure that the
SNAGster in front of you is at least
50 yards away (Figure 3).

• Always give the verbal warning
“Duck” if there is a chance that your
SNAG balls may come close to hit-
ting another SNAGster. This signal will give other SNAGsters time to protect
themselves. 

• Always be respectful of other SNAGsters — be quiet during play, no yelling.

• Never take a practice swing with-
out knowing if other SNAGsters are
around you, as you may hit some-
one accidentally (Figure 4).

• Cease all play if lightning is in the
area.

• Cease all play if other SNAGsters
are using their equipment in a dan-
gerous manner. 

• Use the training tools only for the  purpose for which they were intended.

(Figure 3)

(Figure 4)
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Flagstickys come in two sizes: the beginner size and the Super
Snag size. The beginner’s size is six inches round at the base and cones up to five inches
at the top. The second size is the super Snag size and is five inches at the bottom to
four inches at the top. They are 10 and 9 inches high respectively and are covered with
a yellow sticky hook material. The screw on cap enables it to be filled with sand or water
to provide stability when laid on top of any flat playing surface.

• Covered in hook material for easy adhesion by the loop covered SNAG ball.
• Very forgiving for shots launched too hard or shots that graze the outside edges.
• Brightly colored for better visual targeting.

SNAG balls come in two sizes that fit the need of the 
instructional program. The basic SNAG ball is slightly smaller than a
tennis ball and made of loop material that enables it to stick to
the hook material on the Flagsticky and other 
instructional targets. The smaller size or “Super SNAG ball”
is slightly  larger than a golf ball and contains the same
covered material.  Both SNAG balls are uniquely
designed with a large, black, numbered dot. A
directional arrow just above the dot, helps establish
proper alignment of the Launcher and Roller clubfaces
with the target. SNAG balls are safe and will float if
launched into water.  

SNAG clubs have fiberglass shafts with just the right amount of flex for maximum feel
and fun. The heads are made of high impact plastic for safety and durability. The
enlarged heads provide plenty of surface area to strike the SNAG balls.  On each face is
a bullseye, which is centered perfectly to establish perfect alignment with the target
SNAG clubs come equipped with a special SNAG grip, constructed in three 
different hand sizes for the men, women and children.  The  pentagonal grips feature

yellow and red dots on the top two panels to provide Snagsters with a consistently
perfect hold. The SNAG club heads come in two basic colors, white and bright blue.

Blue designates the shorter kid’s clubs, which are 26 and 30 inches long. The white
designates the adults, 34 and 35 inch clubs. SNAG clubs come

in both right and left handed versions.  

The Launch Pad is used for every shot where the
Launcher is used.  The Launch Pad has a yellow
directional arrow that aids the snagster in lining

up his shot. The launch pad also has a rubber
tee for an optimal lie every time.  The tees

come in two sizes, one to accommodate
the SNAG ball and a shorter one to be

used for Super SNAG and the first use
with regular golf balls.  The proper placement

of the launch pad is critical in helping the
SNAGster to be properly aligned for each shot. 

SNAG clubs

Launch Pad

Flagsticky

SNAG balls
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SNAG
Swing Basics

 



Through years of teaching experience we have discovered that words play a very vital role in
communicating the swing to the student.  In the videos and this instructional manual we will try at
all times to use the same terms to designate the parts of the body as well as the various directions.
Examine the diagram below:

As the player stands and faces the launch pad, straight out from his body is the front and behind
his back is the back.  

The direction towards the target is referred to as the target side. Away from the target is the rear
side.

There are other words that we will try and stay away from in our instruction.  The word back-
swing, which confuses the student by   creating the image of swinging behind ones self.  In place
of this term we will use away, circle around, and circle away. 

We also want to stay away from the term down swing, which infers a chopping motion, and the
phrase ”hit the ball” for because of its violent undertones.  For the target swing we will use the
term “swing through”, or make a target “L”.  We would like to encourage you to use the terms a
big launch, a swish or a sweep for full shots and for rolls and chips we encourage the use of the
term brushing to the Flagsticky.

We also refer to the placement of the hands on the grip as the Hold rather than the grip. When
you refer to gripping the club the reference many times will infer that we are to hold on very tightly
which is not what we want for a successful hold on the club.

“Tic-Toc” is the sound we use to accompany the chipping and rolling motions. Encourage the
student to learn these words and use them out loud with “Tic” being the “away-swing” sound and
“Toc” being the “swing through” sound.

Front

Back

RearTarget
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To simplify the instruction we’ll be using four letters of the alphabet along with a clock illustra-
tion to teach the correct movements of the snag swing. These are simply guidelines and should not
be rigid but are approximations that can be demonstrated by the coach as well as performed by
the students. 

Clock 
When teaching using the clock illustrations have the student imagine that they are human

clocks, with their hands being the hands of the clock and the club head following along behind
their hands.  You will see from the four diagrams that each one will demonstrate where the
approximate hand positions go to perform the clock motions for each shot.  This will be very
valuable in teaching your students the correct positions for their swing performance    

Alphabet 
The letters used in SNAG (A,Y, and L) are designed to enable the student to have a picture as well
as a feeling of the correct position to be achieved prior to executing their
shot.  We encourage the instructor to utilize these letter cues to help students
more easily remember the proper positions. 

1.   For the body position we use the capital letter “A” and to achieve the
correct position of the body we will call this position a “tall A”.  The purpose
of these descriptive adjectives is to help the student to: 

• Take a relaxed bent knee sitting position.
• To sit tall with the shoulders back and the chin up as in school having

the proper posture.   

2.   When referring to the “Y” position that is made with the arms and the
club we will refer to that as a “hanging loose Y.”  It is used only for launches
and pitches. we want the student to have the arms hanging from the shoul-
ders and not placed in a rigid position as well as being loose and relaxed prior
to making the swing. 

In the chip the “Y” is a “Long Y” which is formed as the club and arm
form a straight line to the ball prior to launching and is maintained through-
out the swing from 8 o’clock to 4 o’clock.  

In the roll the elbows and club shaft are spread forming a “wide Y”.

3. The letter “L” is used to indicate the power wrist set on each side of the
ball in the full launch.  This letter is formed on the take-away swing with the taught front arm and
club shaft. The “L” is formed on the through-swing with the taught rear arm and the club shaft. In
the precision pitch shot the “L” is formed only in the take-away swing and held on the through
swing.
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We encourage you to use hoops in your instructions. Simply take stickers and write 6,3,9 and 12
so that the student can use these for references as they look down on the ground.  The launch pad
should be placed in front of the 6 o’clock position.

For the pitch shot the student stands inside the hoop and should feel as though their hands are
the hands of a clock as they circle away to 9 o’clock then swing through to finish at 3 o’clock and
on to the finish.  When the students are looking down at the dot on the back of the ball and they
begin to make their swing around the hoop, they should actually feel as if they are tracing the
outside of the hoop with their hands around to the desired clock/hand positions.

When using the hoop you may also desire to use it for foot position when setting up.  Use your
imagination when using the hoop. You will find value in having the students feel as well as see the
right positions. This will aid them in becoming task-focused rather than mechanics-focused.
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Full Swing/Launch
The full swing or launch is similar to golf in many ways. The main picture that you should pre-

sent to your students is that the SNAG club always revolves around the body in a circular manner.
The big circle of the club head goes around the body to the top of its arc and then back around in
a circular motion sending the ball to its target and the club head continues around to its finish.  

The students should be making a total circular motion with the club head as they strike the
SNAG ball.  SNAG is no different from other sports in that the swing is circular very much like a
baseball swing. The SNAG circle simply goes down on a tilt.  

A baseball player swings around, makes an L with the bat and his arm on his back swing to set
up, and then he swings around and makes an L on the forward swing.  This is the same motion
that you use in SNAG.  You may even wish to use a baseball bat to have your students try that and
work with it.  Then they will be able to relate that motion to swinging their SNAG club.  Have them
set up, make a circular motion up high with the bat, and then get into a SNAG swing.  Then do it
with a SNAG club.  We want to be able to have people understand and see the similarities between
the two swings.

Pitch Shot
For the pitch shot, the SNAG swing is very much like a soccer style kicker in football.  When he

prepares to kick a field goal, he pulls his rear leg backwards, cocking the knee and forming a power
“L”.  When he explodes through and kicks through the football, his leg will straighten out, and he
will hold that to the finish. This is the same way that the pitch shot is made with the SNAG club.
The arms swing back making an L at approximately 9:00, and then they swing through holding the
Y, very much like the football kick. 

Because the soccer style kick shot and the pitch are precision shots there is a holding of the fol-
low through.  In  the pitch if you were to reset your wrists through the ball too much power may
be applied.  There are many other positions in other sports that you may wish to use when you
teach and communicate the SNAG swing to your students.  

Power Source Images
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LAUNCH
The same hold is used for the 3 launches, big launch,
pitch and chip. Following are the steps for placing the
club in the hands of the SNAGster in preparation for a
launch.

1. In the fingers of the right (rear) hand hold the club
shaft in front of the body with the grip end pointing at
the ankles.
2. Wrap the fingers of the left (target) hand around the
bottom of the grip placing the thumb on the yellow
dots.
3. Slide the right (rear) hand down the shaft and grip,
snug against the fingers of the left (target) hand.  
4. Hide the left (target) thumb under the right (rear)
palm, placing the right (rear) thumb on the red dots.

ROLL
The same hold is used for the roll as the three launches
with a minor adjustment. Following are the steps for
placing the club in the hands of the SNAGster in
preparation for a roll.

1. In the fingers of your right (rear) hand hold the club
shaft in front of the body with the grip end pointing at
the ankles.
2. Wrap the fingers of the left (target) hand around the
bottom of the grip placing the thumb on the yellow
dots.
3. Slide the right (rear) hand down the shaft and grip,
snug against the fingers of the left (target) hand with the
thumb on the red dots. (The target thumb will not be
covered and the grip will be more in the palms of both
hands). This hand position will also help to promote the
desired “wide Y” position.IN
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The Hold

Word Cue: 
“Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red“

Word Cue: 
“Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red“
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The foot position in setting up for the launch or roll is critical. It helps to enable the SNAGster to   
produce the desired shot.  Take your time instructing your students in these important positions. After
repetition this will become a natural habit. For younger children, ages 4-7, you may wish to have them
spread their feet to a comfortable position rather than getting into the technical foot positions shown
below.

LAUNCH
1. Feet together toes pointing to the center of

the launch pad.
2. Take a small side step with the target (left)

foot. 
3. Take a big side step with the rear (right)

foot. The SNAG ball should be positioned
just inside the target (left) foot.

PITCH
1. Feet together toes pointing to the center of

the launch pad.
2. Take a small side step with the target (left)

foot.
3. Take a small side step with the rear (right)

foot. The SNAG ball should be positioned in
the middle of the stance.

CHIP
1. Feet together, toes pointing towards the

center of the launch pad..
2. Take a small side step with the left (target)

foot and no step with the right (rear) foot.
When the step toward the target is made, it
promotes the proper “Long Y.” The SNAG
ball should be positioned just inside the
right(rear) foot.

ROLL
1. Feet together toes pointing to the

SNAGball.
2. Take a small side step to the left (target)

foot.
3. Take a small side step with the right (rear)

foot. The SNAG ball should be positioned in
the middle of the stance.
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The Stance
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For each shot there is a specific approach to preparing for the shots execution. All of these steps
enable the SNAGster to place them in the best possible position for success.

LAUNCH

1. Place launch pad down with the yellow arrow pointing at the target.
2. Place the ball on the launch pad tee  with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow on to pointing

towards the target.
3. With both feet together and pointed at the ball on the launch pad (the student should be holding the

club in his/her fingers), make the proper hold. “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red“
4. “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“ and “Dot your Eye“ by placing the bullseye on the launcher head behind

the dot on the ball.
5. Spread the feet (according to Stance requirements) to form a “Tall A.”
6. The target arm and club should form a “Hanging loose  Y.“ 
7. You are now in the “Ready Position.”
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Pre-Launch&Roll Preparation

5. & 6.4.4.

1. 2. 3.

4.

Word Cues: 
“Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red“

“Bow to the ball-Bend knees“ 

“Dot your Eye“

“Tall A.”

“Hanging Loose Y.“ 
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ROLL
1.  Place the ball on the ground with the dot facing to the rear and the arrow pointing towards the

target.
2. With both feet together and pointed at the ball (the student should be holding the club in his/her

palms), make the proper hold with “Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red“
3. “Bow to the ball-Bend knees“ and “Dot your Eye“ by placing the bullseye on the roller head behind

the dot on the ball and the line on the roller aligned with the arrow on the ball. 
4. Spread the feet (according to Stance requirements - Page 21) to form a “Tall A.”
5. Point your elbows out to each side, making a “Wide Y.“
6. You are now in the “Ready Position.”
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1. 1. 2.

3. 3. 4-6.

Word Cues: 
“Left on Yellow-Glue Em!-Right on Red“

“Bow to the ball-Bend knees“ 

“Dot your Eye“

“Tall A.”

“Wide Y.“ 
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For each shot there is a specific approach to preparing for the shots execution. All of these steps
enable the SNAGster to place them in the best possible position for success. If the proper SNAGgle pre-
launch routine (see next page) is correctly made, the following positions should be achieved. Be aware
not to focus too heavily on the mechanical positions. 

FUNDAMENTALS
1. Assume the “Ready Position.” 
2. Hands swing around to 9 o’clock.
3. Wrists set power “L.”
4. Hands swing to 10 o’clock, then pause.
5. Hands swing around and through the ball to 3 o’clock.
6. Hands reset to “L.”
7. Hands finish around at 2 o’clock.
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The Launch
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The SNAGGLE is a pre-launch exercise which builds the correct circular feelings needed for a power-
ful launch. The SNAGster is encouraged to perform these important steps before launching their
SNAGball. In performing the SNAGGLE prior to launch it takes the focus off of the positions and
allows the SNAGster to play by remembered practiced feelings. A correct Snaggle takes the focus
off the mechanics of the launch, as well as promotes a free-flowing swing. 

1. Assume the “Ready Position.”
2. Lift the club out in front of the shoulders and make a baseball swing around and through.
3. Take the same baseball swing around with the club head swinging just below the knees.
4. Reset the club head behind the ball dotting the eye and without hesitation swing around and

send the ball towards the target.

During the SNAGGLE the SNAGSTER should practice repeating to themselves,
”Up high, down low, dot the eye then go.” For children, you may want to use one baseball swing,
then “Dot the eye then go.”
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SNAGgle

Word Cues: 
“Baseball swing-Dot Your Eye then GO!“
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The Pitch
The pitch is used to produce a shot which has more airtime than ground time. The shot

resembles the motion and arc which would be produce by tossing a ball underhand up onto the
short stuff and bouncing towards the Flagsticky.

FUNDAMENTALS
1. Assume the ready position (in the “tall A” hanging loose “Y”).
2. Circle around to 9 o’clock.
3. Set the wrists in the power “L” position.
4. Swing through to 3 o’clock holding the “Y.”

The chip is used to produce a launch that has little air- time and greater ground time. It is
similar to a bowling motion.  The setup with the ball in front of the rear foot and the target arm
and club in a straight line enables the SNAGSTER to produce the desired low running launch. As
the target foot is moved sideways toward the target, this straight line is naturally formed. The wrists
should never set or reset. The “long Y” should retain its position throughout the stroke.

FUNDAMENTALS
• Assume the ready position (“tall A”, “long Y”).
• Swing away to 8 o’clock .
• Brush through to 4 o’clock, holding the long “Y.”

The Chip
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Word Cues: 
“9L to 3 - Hold the Y!“

Word Cues: 
“8 to 4 - Tic Toc!“

The Pitch & The Chip
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The roll truly resembles a clock’s pendulum motion. The SNAGSTER is encouraged to 
practice repeating “TIC-TOC” as the hands swing away and then through. The wide “Y” formed by
the arms and roller should retain its position throughout the roll.

FUNDAMENTALS
• Assume the ready position (“tall A”, wide “Y”).
• Brush away to 7 o’clock-TIC.
• Brush through to 5 o’clock-TOC.

The Roll IN
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Word Cues: 
“Brush 7 to 5 - Tic Toc”

When the Flagsticky is resting on a slope the SNAGSTER must determine how much break the
roll will make.  They must then set the ball, club face and body lines to the direction of the roll.
The key is to roll straight towards the target point allowing the slope to carry the ball to the
Flagsticky.

1. Aim the SNAGball arrow to the apex of the roll, with the dot on the rear side.
2. Set up square to the ball and assume the ready position.
3. Brush right through and allow the slope to carry the ball to the Flagsticky.

Breaking Rolls

The Roll
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The three training tools (Snapper, SNAGazoo and Roller Brush) that you will
be using for your SNAG instruction are uniquely designed to help develop
the fundamentals for SNAG, as well as golf.  The tools will help the SNAGster
develop the correct movements from the very start. They will build the cor-
rect swing habits that can be established and maintained throughout not
only SNAG but into the game of golf.

When working with your students in the use of the training tools, we
would strongly encourage you to stress how important it is for the students
to take their time and apply the training tools correctly to their SNAG swings.
This will involve not only gaining the correct hold on the tools but also taking
their time with the positions that they need to set up in and to perform the
various exercises that are prescribed within the instructional manual as well as
on the videotape.  

We would encourage you to have them make swings with the instruction-
al tools and then go to the actual club carrying out the same drills and exer-
cises.  This way they will be able to pick up the correct feelings that need to
come when they are making contact with the SNAGball with their launcher
or roller.  

One suggestion would be to go on the “Five” Program.  By that we mean
have the student make five swings with the training tool, feeling the right
motion and then take and play five shots with the launcher or roller transfer-
ring the feelings into his SNAG game. This is a very effective way of training
and also developing the feelings that are necessary to play by feel rather than
by manipulation as in golf.  

Using the Training Tools
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In teaching the game of SNAG, as well as golf, there are a few common instincts that work
against the learning of the fundamentals correctly.  The following are brief descriptions of these
destructive instincts. 

HIT INSTINCT
This is a major drawback for both SNAGsters and golfers.  When people see the ball, there is an

instinctive tendency to make the ball the target. Beginners will pick the club up into the air in order
to strike down on the ball in a chopping fashion. It is not natural for beginners to swing the club
head in a circular motion in order to make the ball go straight.  

That is why we have designed the Snapper as an important aid in helping your students
develop the motion and feel of the proper Snag swing and ultimately a golf swing. Consult your
video for a demonstration on how to understand both and why the Snapper can be a valuable tool
for your training.

SCOOP INSTINCT
Another common error among beginners is the tendency to try “to help” the ball get airborne

because of the large, steep face on the launcher, this will cause the student to see the function of
the club as to scoop the ball up into the air.  This instinct is very prevalent in SNAG as well as golf.  

The instinct must be counteracted by showing the student that the goal of the club face is just
to be returned to the ball as close as possible from its original    position then around in a circular
fashion to the target side.  The loft on the club face will naturally bring the ball up into the air and
send it onto the target. This is the function of the club, and it should never be used to scoop. 

With the proper use of the training tools, the students will learn the correct feelings without
being body part focused, where the main objective is to simply bring the natural swing out of the
student and not tack on any different swing  principals.  

The training tools will solve many of the major problems of SNAG and golf, those being:

A.  Achieving proper placement of the hands consistently on the grip. 
B.  The proper alignment of the body and the club face to the target. 
C.  The understanding and development of the major power sources in the swing.
D. The brushing motion of the putting stroke.

Overcoming TendenciesOvercoming Swing Misconceptions T
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Tool Descriptions
A tool designed like a paint brush which is easily clipped
onto the shaft of the roller.

BENEFITS
• Demonstrates the brushing motion necessary to

make an effective putting stroke. This is made possi-
ble by brushing the bristles and playing surface.

• Will help visual learners paint a circle when it is
attached to the launcher.

A three-foot long triangular target. Each of two sides is
covered with different colored hook material. Has colored 
sections and a bullseye used for scoring.

BENEFITS
• The first used target in rolling and chipping that pro-

vides positive feedback.
• Shots that would have missed a golf hole and gone

unrewarded are rewarded with point values.
• Alignment patterns are identified when clusters of

balls stick to the same area.

Inflatable target covered with hook material used for Pitch
shot and Launch purposes.

BENEFITS
• Helps develop the student’s visual targeting.
• Helps develop feel for short pitch shots

These SNAG training tools are overlaid with a hooked and
padded material designed to allow the wearer to catch
SNAG  balls comfortably and in a safe way.  They are col-
orful and come in three sizes — small, medium and large.

BENEFITS
• Fun for all!
• Designed to improve targeting and focus on full
launches.
• Designed to be an activity for SNAG outings.

Roller Brush

Rollerama

Bullseye Target

Sticky Helmet
Sticky Jacket
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The Snapper™ is a unique training tool. It has a
unique swivel at the top and a long ribbon which
enables the SNAGster to develop a feeling for the
circular motion of the swing as well as when to
apply the power into the swing at the bottom of its
arc through the SNAGball.  It comes with the special
SNAG colored grip to enable the SNAGster to place
their hands correctly as they develop their proper swing
motion. It comes in both children’s and adult’s sizes.

BENEFITS
• Teaches the proper hand action and hold pressure

required to obtain a correct swing.
• Teaches the correct timing and rhythm when the grip,

shaft and ribbon are synchronized during the swing.
• Develops motor skills through a series of tasks rather than

mechanical commands.
• Gives immediate positive feedback during all phases of use.
• Helps SNAGsters visually see and feel the correct circular move-

ment of the club head.

The swing’s speed is generated when there is a powerful wrist set of “L”
on the away swing, and then as the club is swung around through the
SNAGball, there will be another power “L” or wrist set on the target
side.  The SNAGazoo helps the student to feel the correct positions by
sounding its whistle when set correctly. The SNAGazoo must be swung
in slow motion, never in a hard, full-force manner. It comes in three
sizes for men, women and children. 

BENEFITS
• Teaches how to set the wrists correctly when they are away to the

rear and how to reset them after impact and prior to the follow
through. 

• Proper use creates the correct angle in the away to the rear position
to execute the pitch shot correctly.

• Gives immediate positive feedback during all phases of use.

SNAGazoo™

Snapper™
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1. Stand to the side of the launch pad and assume a proper pre launch position.
2. Lift the Snapper above the head with the swivel pointing straight up in the air. 
3. Using only the wrists make counterclockwise circular patterns with the ribbon. It is important to

keep the body very quiet when doing this and using only the wrists. This enables the student to
feel the correct wrist action, which will be  critical when the actual swing is performed. This
demonstrates the release. It also allows the student to feel the proper grip pressure when
performing this task as tension is relieved to allow the wrists to move freely.

4. Bring the Snapper shaft down in front, just out in front of the waist and make circular motions
with the ribbon in front of the body using the shoulders, arms and the wrists.  Make a large
continuous circle with the ribbon. This demonstrates the feel and use of the upper body parts
during the swing.

5. Swing back and forth making a long arc of the ribbon as if playing a SNAG launch. Now touch
the target(left) knee to the rear(right) knee as you swing away. Then as you swing through,
touch your rear(right) knee to your target(left) knee. Repeat this until the student gets a feel of
rhythm. This  demonstrates the turn, both away and through experienced in the swing.

6. In the ready position to an imaginary SNAG ball, swing away forming the “L” then as you swing
through, snapping the wrists, popping the ribbon at the lower part of the SNAG circle and
letting the ribbon continue on through as you finish the swing. Repeat this until the student pops
the ribbon every time. This demonstrates where the hands release properly in the swing.

Use of the Snapper™

34
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This exercise should be carried out in slow motion and not performed with full
force.  It should be repeated in rhythmic fashion.

1. Assume the ready position (“tall A”, hanging loose “Long Y”).
2. Circle around to 9 o‘clock.
3. Set the wrists, hear the whistle.
4. Circle through to 3 o‘clock.
5. Reform the “L”, hear the whistle.

Use of the SNAGazoo™
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The Snagazoo&The Pitch
1. Assume the ready position (sitting “tall A” hanging loose “Y”)
2. Circle around to 9 o’clock
3. Set the wrists, hear the whistle
4. Swing through to 3 o’clock, holding the “Y” (no “L” or sound)

1. Hold the club by the shaft below the club head
2. Clip the roller brush to the shaft
3. Slide the roller brush down the shaft, exposing the bristles approximately inch below the club

head.
4. Assume the ready position to the side of a SNAG ball. Brush the roller and the bristles along

the ground away to 7 o’clock.
5. Brush the roller bristles through to 5 o’clock
6. After practicing this to the side of the ball set, up to the SNAG ball and brush it in the same

manner.

Roller Brush Use

Using The Tools
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Helicopter Drill
Have students practice with the SNAG Snapper first.  They will stand up with their feet together,

placing their hands on the SNAG grip correctly.  Then extend the snapper out in front in a baseball
position.  Swing the snapper back around and tap the shaft on the rear shoulder and then around
in a baseball fashion touching the target shoulder.  Then go around and through and tilt it down
nice and slow into a SNAG swing.  Be sure that they circle around and tap then circle through and
tap. 

Now place a launch pad down and tee up a SNAGball.  Set up to it with the launcher, assume
the ready position.  Then raise the club up out in front into a baseball position and swing around,
tapping the rear shoulder as you circle around and swinging through tapping the target shoulder.
The idea here is to get the correct L out position on both sides of the swing circle. Play some shots
with feet together and then go to a full stance.  Remember tap on both sides, first the snapper then
the club. 
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One Low/One High
The one low/one high hold will help the

student to correctly hinge and re-hinge the wrists,
making the proper “L”s throughout the swing at
the various clock positions desired. Begin by taking
the normal placement of the hands on the grip,
then slide the lower hand down to the very
bottom of the grip so that it is almost touching the
shaft of the club.  Then set up and play some
shots, swinging very slowly to gain the correct
feelings.  You should find that the wrist will hinge
and L out at approximately 9 o’clock on the rear

swing, and approximately 3 o’clock on the forward swing.  This is an
excellent drill to gain the much needed L positions.

Sticky Feet
Address the ball using the correct grip and posture, and then stick your

feet together and play your swing.  This drill will help you to gain the prop-
er rotation of the hips and shoulders, and the swinging motion needed in
the performance of the correct SNAG swing. 

Start from the Finish
Set up to the ball with the normal pre-launch

position, then place the club head on the target
side of the ball and swing around to the finished
position, then make a swing all the way back
around over the top of the ball to the L position at
10 o’clock, then swing around launching the ball
and back around to the finished position.  This
SNAGercise will greatly help you to gain the overall
circular feeling of the swing without hitting and
chopping at the SNAG ball.  

Launch and Step
Assume the correct posture and ready position

for your swing.  Then, as you launch the ball off of
the launch pad, step forward with your rear foot
toward the target.  This SNAGout will help you feel
the correct movement of the body’s momentum
as you swing through the SNAG ball.
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Pitch Drills

40

Stork Drill
Tee up a SNAGball on the launch ball and assume your position.  Then stand on just one leg like

a stork and practice swinging away and through.  This will help you to really gain a nice swing
without moving too much.  You will see that when you practice with this, you have to stay very
balanced and let the club do the work.  

Rear Arm Only
Set up to the SNAG ball and get the correct ready position for the pitch, then take your target

arm from the grip and place it behind the back or to the side, then slowly make your swing using
only your rear arm, and play some pitch shot.  This will help you to feel the swinging pendulum
motion needed for the correct pitch shot.  The wrist will hinge naturally at 9 o’clock.  

Thumb and Finger
Set up to the pitch shot and gain the correct ready position.  Then, with the rear hand hold it

between the thumb and forefinger only.  Then, practice with the club held only with the target
hand and the thumb and  forefinger of the rear hand. This will help you gain the correct function-
ing of the hands throughout the pitch shot.  It will eliminate chopping and pushing, and will help
you to feel the swinging of the club head, which is much needed with the pitch shot. 
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Flip Flop/Cross-Handed
The key element in chipping is to ensure that your wrists do not break and that the target arm

and club form a straight line all the way through the shot, keeping the ball rolling to the target.
Remember less air time and more ground time is the key.  Take your normal stance and set up to a
ball.  Then switch your hands with the target hand going down below the rear hand. Now  take
some practice strokes.  Feel how your left arm and the club shaft stay together with this drill.  

Practice chipping SNAG  balls onto the short stuff.  The image that you want to have is that of
pulling a wagon with your left
arm.  Another picture would be
your arm and club being a giant
train with the club head being
the caboose and your upper arm
being the engine. When you
swing do not “jackknife the
train.”

Split Finger
Set up into the correct ready position for a chip shot.  Then, with the rear hand, take the forefin-

ger and place it on top of the grip so that the shaft rests between the forefinger and the middle fin-
ger.  You should feel as though
your hand is forming a claw.
Then practice with this, chipping
some SNAG balls.  What this will
help you feel is the left is the tar-
get arm swinging back and forth,
pacing the distance needed.  It
will eliminate a flipping motion
with the forefinger, which is a
very prevalent, incorrect motion
for the chip. 

Stepover/crosslegs
Get into the proper ready position for the chip, and then take the rear foot and step over the

target foot, and launch some chips.  The feeling here is how the hands and arms stay well ahead of
the ball during the chip shot.  It
will eliminate the scooping
motion that is very prevalent
with chips, which is a prevalent
incorrect motion.

Chipping Drills P
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Sticky Roll
Have the students set up with the ball position towards the Flagsticky. Then have them take

their normal stance and place the roller right up against the SNAGball and then brush the SNAGball
towards the Flagsticky.  They should not look up until they hear the ball stick on the Flagsticky.  This
is an excellent drill to help students feel how they need to brush always towards the Flagsticky
keeping their head very still, always listening to the noise of the ball striking the Flagsticky before
they look up to see it SNAGGED out. 

No Lookie 
Set up in the correct ready position.  Then, as you roll the SNAG

ball toward the sticky, do not look up until you hear the SNAG ball
snag out.  This will allow for a nice, steady body during the stroke,
which is much needed in rolling

No Peek
Set up in the ready position for a roll, and then just before

rolling the stroke, close the eyes and don’t peek until after you have
made the roll of the SNAG ball to the flag sticky, and this will help
you conceptualize the distance needed for the roll.

Rolling Drills
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Wheelie
Put the flag sticky onto a slope of the short stuff, then place four SNAG balls at different positions

around the flag sticky as if they were the spokes of a wheel, being the arrows in the correct position to
accommodate the break of the roll, then proceed to go around the wheel, rolling each SNAG ball
towards the flag 
sticky. 

Line Them Up
Place SNAG balls at various intervals lined up towards the flag sticky. You may choose to do this

beginning at one foot, two foot, three foot, and four foot, or one roller length, two roller length or
three roller lengths, then proceed to roll the SNAG balls to the flat sticky.  If you miss one, then start
over.  This makes an excellent SNAGercise for practicing your rolls.

Rolling Drills P
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SNAG ball

Warranty
Information

Launch Pad

Snapper

SNAGazoo,
Roller Brush
& Flagsticky
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Due to the ink transfer process during manufacture, this ink is not

permanent and will fade to the face of the Launcher because of fric-
tion when struck. This is normal and is easily removed using a house-
hold cleanser and an abrasive sponge. Repeated pulling from the
hook material will  damage the SNAG ball cover over time.

The friction caused when the sole of the Launcher strikes the yellow
arrow on the pad will cause some of the yellow ink to transfer to the
sole of the Launcher. This is normal and is easily removed using a
household cleanser and an abrasive sponge. Over time the blue tee
will become  damaged or wear out. Additional tees have been pro-
vided. 

The streamer attached has been designed to fray during use. This is
normal. The frayed end helps create the “popping” sound made
when you use your hands properly during the swing. The frayed end
will not reduce the performance of the streamer.

Care should be taken to handle these items properly. They are made
of durable plastic and will last a long time if they are used correctly.
Do not use these items for anything other than their intended use.
Also remember, when the weather is really cold (32° or below), DO
NOT PUT WATER IN THE FLAGSTICKY!  It will freeze, swell and crack.
Use sand instead. If you are not using it, bring it in out of the cold. 

Player Development Products, LLC. is the manufacturer of the
highest quality SNAG products. The company is committed to the
performance and durability on all of its products. We have a 90-day
warranty from the date of purchase on all of our products that are
found to be defective in materials and  workmanship. 

We will, at our discretion, repair or replace any such product within
90 days of purchase. If the product cannot be repaired or is no
longer produced, the defective product will be replaced with a
comparable product. Any product sent for repairs or replacement
beyond the 90-day warranty period will be subject to a fee. All
defective  products must be returned with evidence of purchase to
Player Development Products, LLC. at the following address: 

SNAG® Golf, Inc.
14843 HWY 10
Tahlequah, OK 74464 
Email: info@snaggolf.com
Main Office: (918) 453-9993

Golf Sales:
Kelly McCammon
snagkelly@me.com
(813) 226-7574 

Education and Recreation Sales
Rob Rudolph
rob@snaggolf.com
(303) 888-4724
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